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Campfire Convention is bringing 
people together across six 
online spaces through summer 
solstice weekend to celebrate 
a three day World Harmony 
festival.

The time is right for a new style 
of gathering, one that has at its 
heart an ethos of inclusion and 
co-creation. On a personal and 
collective level, we have become 
compartmentalised and 
fragmented. This is an organic 
opportunity to harmonise at 
all levels, fusing together the 
various elements of life to 
stitch a new garment, shape an 
evolving paradigm fit for these 
extraordinary times.
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World Harmony - Summer Solstice

We have been preparing the 
ground and sowing the seeds 
that are ready to break through 
- a fertile combination of 
learning, the arts, new media, 
heart-centred business and 
conscious social networking.

World Harmony introduces 
Campfire’s organically arising 
online event blueprint - an 
exploration of how we bring 
together polarised energies 
around a shared vision of unity 
and connection.

This is new territory for us as 
we co-create something we 
hope can represent a new 
approach to online events that 
also reflects Campfire’s ethos 

and values and brings people 
together, however we can in 
these shape-shifting and very 
uncertain times.

We thank everyone who has 
gifted their time and genius to 
make this happen and to you 
for your support. We hope you 
enjoy the abundance of energy, 
ideas, music, poetry, creativity 
peppered with inevitable 
chaotic spontaneity that will 
be in full flow throughout the 
weekend. With around 150 
different happenings across six 
areas, anything could happen!

If you have been an early 
supporter by buying a 
firestarter ticket or intend to 

give to Campfire’s cause over 
the weekend, we would also 
invite you to support each artist 
or speaker if you are enjoying 
their contribution. Relevant 
links will be given in their blogs 
during their event.

Enjoy the weekend and 
keep it lit!

Pete Lawrence 
and the Campfire team

https://www.paypal.me/
campfireconvention

www.campfireconvention.uk

Welcome to 
Campfire Convention’s 

World Harmony weekend
•

https://www.paypal.me/campfireconvention
https://www.paypal.me/campfireconvention
http://www.campfireconvention.uk


It’s anyone’s guess as to when the idea of a World Harmony 
solstice event was birthed, though in terms of linear time it 

has been a matter of weeks! It was partly because the Little Chill 
live event couldn’t take place as originally intended and that the 
solstice weekend is a potent opportunity to bring people together 
to gather and lift each other up.

We knew that this was an invitation to think differently, whilst 
learning from past wisdoms and insights about festivals. An 
opportunity to think more creatively and leap fearlessly into 
exploring alternative ways of co-creating, connecting and 
collaborating. To find new friendships and to work with people 
we barely know and some whom have only just met. It may 
have been during a pillow talk where one or both of us woke up 
with a particular inspiration, dream or something that has been 
marinating overnight and needed to be expressed. We reached 
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a fundamental shared wish for more unity and harmony in the 
world as we watched life reorganising itself. We all know that the 
world needs a radical reset and that is precisely what is happening.

This year is a year like no other in our lifetimes. A year when 
we are seeing immense global changes and a dismantling of 
systems that no longer serve us; disassembling of ideologies and 
dichotomies. A year when we are all on a journey from service-
to-self to service-to-all; a clarion call for love, unity and a more 
peaceful life. There is little certainty, as we write this. What we 
do know is that things are not as they seem. We also know that 
inviting harmony, love, unity and balance into our own bodies is 
the first step towards harmony in the collective, embracing an 
infusion of love as we each do our bit to create a healing grid of 
unity consciousness.

So here we are, on the cusp of the first online World Harmony 
solstice weekend for Campfire Convention. An incredibly 
auspicious space in time, happening in tandem with planetary 
alignments and cosmic energy waves that have the potential to 
powerfully amplify the themes of world harmony, unity, love and 
communion at a time when there is much unrest and polarity. 
We will soon be in the midst of this super wave - an energetic 
convergence and amplification of the solar eclipse, the solstice and 
the new moon.

None of us are sure about how the weekend will unfold and that is 
okay as we all work together to weave a healing, joyful experience 
for each contributor, volunteer, participant and supporter that 
ripples out to the rest of the planet. Each of us can learn from 
this new experience of co-creation and from each other. The 
contributions from everyone so far have  been above and 
beyond our expectations and we are grateful beyond words.

As Thomas Moore said, “To be alone by being part of the universe 
- fitting in completely to an environment of woods and silence 
and peace. Everything you do becomes a unity and a prayer. Unity 
within and without”

Campfire’s World Harmony weekend brings together musicians, 
conversations, poets, writers, our nature connections as well 
as honouring a variety of ancient practices and traditions 
with a celebration of mid-summer and the experiences of an 
extraordinary first half of 2020, the solstice, the new moon and 
this solar eclipse. 
contact@campfireconvention.com 
www.campfireconvention.uk

Co-Creation
for 

World Harmony
•

World Harmony - Summer Solstice

“To be alone by being part of the 
universe - fitting in completely to 
an environment of woods and 
silence and peace. Everything you 
do becomes a unity and a prayer. 
Unity within and without”

http://www.campfireconvention.uk


Campfire is community 
social networking for social 

change, both online and face-
to-face.  

Let’s imagine a world where 
social media is a safe space for 
free and diverse expression, 
where our data is kept secure 
and where people and planet 
are placed firmly before profit. 
This safe space is created 
by the community, for the 
community. Currently, social 
media is funded by advertising 
or dictated by algorithms and 
arguably exists primarily for the 
benefit of shareholders. 
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What if it actually did what it 
says on the ‘social network’ 
tin? Help build and strengthen 
communities? That’s the vision 
for Campfire Convention, a new 
kind of conscious social media 
that works for its members 
and seeds new ideas and social 
change for the benefit of all. 

In the light of the unravelling 
implications of the ‘surveillance 
capitalism’ model in social 
media and its reliance 
on advertising and the 
monetisation of data, the 
full effects of us choosing 
to participate in a digital 
advertising platform are now 

being manifested. This is all 
about benefits for the few, 
not the many.

We need to reclaim our safe 
space in which we can spill all 
our most intimate thoughts, 
hopes, fears and passions.

It was through the Big Chill’s 
flowering that I saw the power 
in community, and people 
uniting around a purpose 
or common interest. This 
led me to explore further 
how communities can make 
a difference, so for the last 
decade or more I have been 
inspired to evolve a new form 
of social networking. 

The spirit of
Campfire

•

World Harmony - Summer Solstice

What we are dreaming into 
being involves and includes 
handing over to the community 
and shaping a truly modern co-
operative that can pioneer new 
model for a community network 
as we enter post- capitalist era.

Bringing people together has 
been the common thread 
through my life’s work. Joining 
the dots, then stepping back to 
watch the sparks fly. It’s never 
been more urgent to ignite 
synergies around social change 
and conscious transformation 
and here, Campfire can play a 
central role.

Continued on Page 5...

Above: DJ Greg Wilson



World Harmony - Summer Solstice

Myself and a small team have spent the last four years building 
the site to the soft launch stage. At a great personal cost, we’ve 
succeeded in inspiring a growing team of volunteers, writers and 
event trailblazers to come together to build something of value. 
We’ve started to grow a network of support around us including 
people like Brian Eno, our first patron. Now, we’re ready to take 
things to the next level – and push the platform closer to its full 
potential. 

Campfire can be an important model for future directions in 
community social networking. That’s why I can’t ignore the fire in 
the belly that drives many of us to make this work for everyone so 
we can develop new frameworks and community connections that 
help speed up this transition that is already in progress. 

Campfire isn’t a service, it is ‘in service’, it’s a murmuration that we 
can all join and be part of rather than ‘what’s in it for me’. Check 
out Campfire’s ethos and values here.

Help us share... together we can get to where we want to be.

“Now is a time of huge change because of what is happening 
politically. Many people are waking up from their slumber 
and beginning to think about things that maybe they haven’t 
for a generation. That’s a positive thing. The important thing 
is that Campfire enables a dialogue and enables people to go 
away and think maybe I could put an event on, maybe I could 
do something. It’s ideas... it enables people to meet together 
to discuss things but go away and enthuse others with ideas 
and start similar situations so these things start to build... 
a friend spoke of the idea of the mycelium network, where 
mushrooms grow, there’s all these strands underground and 
eventually they connect and it hits a kind of mass and pushes 
the mushroom out at that point. I think we’re in the position 
now that the strands are connecting and we’re waiting for 
the mushrooms to get pushed out now... “ Greg Wilson 

https://www.campfireconvention.uk/content/ethos-and-values


We want to re-purpose 
the lighting of Beacon 

fires in this country. Often the 
Beacon fire has been lit to mark 
events like the Jubilee. For us, at 
Campfire Convention, they are 
much more than celebrating 
royal anniversaries.

The Beacon fire symbolises 
unity and connection. We 
want to invite the practice of 
lighting beacons more often... 
particularly at the turns of 
the year. This year we intend 
to light beacon fires as a sign 
of unity and harmony at our 
Summer Solstice event (in our 
symbolic Orchard space) where 
we are inviting all our members 
and participants to light a 
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World Harmony - Summer Solstice

Beacon fire of whatever shape 
or size feels right at 20:20 (8:20 
pm on Saturday 20th June).

It could be a candle, a barbecue, 
a fire pit, a log burner, a bonfire 
or a torch. We can all set sacred 
space virtually anywhere. It 
can be in your own garden or 
somewhere close to where 
you live, perhaps in the future, 
on a high place such as the 
stones Buckland Beacon or at 
other sacred places around the 
country. Size doesn’t matter; 
intention is what’s important 
and your intention to light the 
beacon flame of unity will add 
to others doing the same across 
the country.

Even if you can’t physically see 
the next Beacon, there is still 
a strong sense that we are 
connecting…

The Orchard will be co-
ordinating the Beacons on 
solstice with an open forum 
chat space. Pete Lawrence will 
be transmitting his Fire audio 
visual set in The Little Chill 
space at 20:15 on Saturday to 
accompany the Beacon lighting.

We would love to see your 
photographs and films and hear 
about your experiences.

Pete & Julie

Lighting Beacons
•

Above: Pete Lawrence
#LightUp2020



The Little Chill Campfire Conversations The Acoustic Fire The Orchard The Zen Den Campfrie Circle Chat

09:00
09:00-09:45

The Gentle Rebel
Dynamic Yoga & Martial Arts

10:00 10:00-10:50
Jamie Catto

10:00-10:45
Craig Trafford 

Eco Tapping

10:00-11:00
The Breathing Project

Wim Hof Breathwork

11:00
11:00-11:50

Indra Adnan 
The Politics of Waking Up

11:00-12:30
JuliLa and the Hanky Tree 

11:00-11:45
Real Flow Yoga

Talk: The Chakras

11:11-13:13
Coffee Morning

12:00
12:00-13:30

Citizens Assemblies
Designing Ethical 

Governance

11:45-12:00
Thanh Mai

Music In Nature

13:00 The Front Room
Theme : Earth

14:00

14:00-15:00
Lynne Franks

Bringing Feminine 
Wisdom  into Community 

Transformation

14:00-15:00 
Lord Byron, 

Megan Linford, Sam Cox, 
Donna Jones, India Kim

14:00-14:20
Lucy Lepchani 

Woodland Walks

14:30-17:00
Jason Hine  Ceremony

15:00

15:00-15:30
Steve Astronaut 

 
15:30-16:00

Acoustic Fire 
Preview Compilation

Jason Hine  Ceremony
15:00-15:45

Indyoga
Flow yoga

16:00 16:30-18:00
Ben Mynott

16:00 - 16:30
Nathan Lewis Williams 

& Caelia Lunniss 

16:30 - 17:00
Emily Davies

Jason Hine Ceremony
16:00-16:50

Tuned In Sound
Gong Bath

Friday 19th June We are grateful for your support. Donate at www.campfire.world www.campfire.world - 7 -
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The Little Chill Campfire Conversations The Acoustic Fire The Orchard The Zen Den Campfrie Circle Chat

17:00 16:30 - 18:00
Ben Mynott

17:00 - 18:30
Steve Tasane, 

Scott & Maria, Sue Spiers, 
Rishky, Myriam Sam Marco,

Hana Maria

17:15 - 17:45
Forests without

 Frontiers

17:00 - 17:40
Andre Berry Meditation

Talk: Higher States of 
Consciousness

18:00 18:00 - 19:00
Pan Electric

18:30 - 19:10
Rory McLeod

18:30 - 19:30
Lauren Galey 

Blooming Orchid Meditation

18:00 - 20:30
Virtual Pub

19:00 19:30 - 20:00
Mozez

19:10 - 19.25
Rusty Sherriff

19:25  - 20:00
Christine Collister

20:00 20:00 - 21:00
Darran P

21:00 21:00 - 22:00
Nico De Transilvania

22:00 22:00 - 23:00
Dr Trippy

23:00 23:00-00:00
Holotronica

00:00 00:00-01:00
Jon Hopkins Quiet Set

Friday 19th June - 8 -We are grateful for your support. Donate at www.campfire.world www.campfire.world
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The Little Chill Campfire Conversations The Acoustic Fire The Orchard The Zen Den Campfrie Circle Chat

09:00

09:00-09:30
Blissed-Out Yoga

Kundalini Flow

09:30-10:0
Sara Ubaldi

Sun Salutations

10:00
10:00-10:50

Patrick Andrews
A New Story of Business

10:00-10:30
Bob Hillary

How To Grow Your Own Food

10:15-11:00
Drum n Bounce

Drum & Bass Aerobics

11:00

11:45 - 14:45
Chilled Cider DJs

Centre Edge, 
Colin Parnell,  Les Go, 

Dansette Dave

11:00-11:50
Gaynor O’Flynn 

Learning To Embrace Change

11:00-12:30
JuliLa and the Hanky Tree 

11:00-12:00
Lexelife Talk

Talk: Inner Voice

11:11-13:13
Coffee Morning

12:00
12:00-13:00

David Monteith
Song For My Fathers

13:00 The Front Room
Theme : Fire

13:00-13:40
Geoff Robb and Music of Trees

14:00
14:00-14:50

Peter MacFadyen
Reclaiming Politics

14:00-15:00 
The Fire Poet 

with Sirishkumar, Tom 
Bryan, Terrell the Poet, 

Jackson Davies
14:00-16:30

Jason Hine Ceremony

15:00 15:00 - 16:00
Chewy Beatwell

15:00-16:00
Julene Siddique

Woman’s Initiation Pt 1

15:00-15:30
Planet Zim 

 
15:30-16:00
Adrian Legg

15:00-16:00
Hayley from Embrace Yoga

Feet firmly on the Earth

16:00
16:00 - 17:00

Banco De Gaia
Ambient AV set

16:00 - 16:30
Dora Darling

16:30 - 17:00
TBC

16:30-18:00
Emma Capper

Virtual Forest Bathe 

16:00-16:50
Tuned In Sound

Gong Bath
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The Little Chill Campfire Conversations The Acoustic Fire The Orchard The Zen Den Campfrie Circle Chat

17:00 17:00 - 18:00
Matt Black (Coldcut)

17:00 - 18:30
Mark Cassady,

Gundula Gruen, Jane 
Glennie, Brandon Prince, 

Radio KWG, Ricky Tart

16:30 - 18:00
Emma Capper

Virtual Forest Bathe 

17:00  - 18:00
Andre Berry Meditation
Vedic Mantra Meditation

18:00 18:15 - 19:15
Marc Mac (4hero)

18:30 - 19:10
Beth Salmon

18:30 - 19:20
Chris Waters 

Despacho

18:00 - 20:30
Virtual Pub

19:00 Special Guest TBC

19:10 - 19:25
Liv Torc

19:25 - 20:00
Banter

20:00
20:15 - 20:55

Beacon Lighting- 
Pete Lawrence Fire AV set

20:15 - 20:55
Lighting of Beacons 

#Lightup2020

21:00

21:00 - 21:25
Big Chill films

21:30 - 23:00
Ecstatic Dance with

Sophie Bolton

22:00
21:30 - 23:00

Ecstatic Dance with
Sophie Bolton

23:00

Lockdown TV presents 

23:00 - 23:45 
The Egg

 
23:45 - 00:15

The Bays

00:00 00:15 - 01:15
Alucidnation

1:00 01:15 - 02:15
Telefuzz
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The Little Chill Campfire Conversations The Acoustic Fire The Orchard The Zen Den Campfrie Circle Chat

09:00
09:00-09:45

Indyoga
Flow Yoga

10:00
10:00-10:45

Paula Trafford 
Kum Nye

10:00-10:45
Intrinsic Therapies

Chakra Balance Meditation

11:00

11:00 - 13:00
Loose Joints

11:00-11:50
Theo Simon 

Building Unity, Trust and 
Consensus

11:00-12:30
JuliLa and the Hanky Tree 

11:00-12:00
The Gentle Rebel

Talk: Shamanism. The teachings 
of all ages for modern times

11:11-13:13
Coffee Morning

12:00
12:00-12:50

Angela Ward
Touch The Void

The Way We Grieve Now

12.00-12.10
Marc Narrative
Music In Nature

13:00
13:00 - 15:00
Norman Jay 

Classic Big Chill set 
from 2005

13:00-14:00
Daniel Pinchbeck

Building Our 
Regenerative Future

The Front Room
Theme : Air & Water

13:00-14:00 
Rohan White

Connecting 
With Nature, Living Land

14:00

14:15-17:15
XR Catalyser Experience

with Caroline Pakel and 
Roc Sandford

14:00-15:00 
Duncan Green,

Diego Brown & the Good 
Fairy, Richard Williams

14:15-14:30
Julie Horsley

Blessings

15:00

15:00 - 17:00
Mixmaster Morris

15:00-15:30
Rohan White / Zen Folk Club 

 
15:30-16:00

Boudicca’s Child

15:00-16:00
Tim Hutton

The Power Of The Circle

15:00-16:00
Andre Berry Meditation
Maintaining habits in yoga

and meditation

16:00

16:00 - 16:30
Julia Palmer-Price 

16:30 - 17:00
Jud Relf

16:30-17:00
Martin Nelson

Adventures in time and space

16:00-16:30
The Gentle Rebel

 Guided Shamanic Journey

We are grateful for your support. Donate at www.campfire.world www.campfire.world
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The Little Chill Campfire Conversations The Acoustic Fire The Orchard The Zen Den Campfrie Circle Chat

17:00

17:00 - 17:40
Laura B

17:45 - 19:00
Ben Osborne

17:00 - 18:30
Chris Ricketts,

Faye Smith, The Speech 
Painter, The Fugitive

Orchestra, Butter Knife,
Cat Eliza T

16:30 - 17:30
Intrinsic Therapies

Talk: Introduction to Crystals

18:00 17:45 - 19:00
Ben Osborne

18:30 - 19:10
Mike Cooper

18:10 - 19:00
Fran Andre

Orchard closing ceremony
and harmony singing

17:30 - 18:00
Blissed-out Yoga

Yoga Nidra

18:00 - 20:30
Virtual Pub

19:00 19:00-20:00
Youth

19:10 - 19:25
Mark Gwynne 

Jones

19:25 - 20:00
Bob Hillary

20:00 20:00-21:00
Chris Coco

21:00 21:00-22:30
Kaya Project

22:00
22:30-23:30

Pete Lawrence AV set
Fresh Air Mix

23:00

22:30-23:30
Pete Lawrence AV set

Fresh Air Mix

23:30-00:30
Digitonal

24:30 24:30 - 1:00
Closing Ceremony

Sunday 21st June - 12 -We are grateful for your support. Donate at www.campfire.world www.campfire.world
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- 14 -FRIDAY AT THE LITTLE CHILL
Big Chill Musical Vibes, Chill Icons, Live, Dj Sets, Av Sets, Big Chill Films In 
The Original Spirit Of The Classic Festival.

• line up and times subject to change

BEN MYNOTT - 16:30

Ben Mynott, a DJ, Producer, Radio Broadcaster and Album Compiler has released 
over 30 albums selling over 250,000 records in the process. His Fluidnation radio shows on Chill Radio 
clocked in over 80,000 weekly listeners (and many more Online) before it’s demise but can now be heard 
with radio shows on Soho Radio, 1BTN and Totally Wired Radio.

www.fluidnation.com   www.mixcloud.com/benmynott

MOZEZ - 19:30

Son of a Jamaican preacher, Mozez toured Jamaica from 1987 as a member of the Gospel group, Channel 
of Praise and then joined dance band Spirit, before fronting Zero 7, along with Sia, Sophie Barker and Tina 
Diko. His stunning vocals and easy delivery open the minds of his audience to new possibilities and ways 
of thinking.  His fans were rewarded in 2006 with the release of his first solo album, So Still. His new album 
Lights On will be out this coming winter.

NICO DE TRANSILVANIA - 21:00

Nico de Transilvania is the ultimate entertainer as a DJ and a performer. Bringing together a blend of Global 
Electronic Beats with Dance Music, native-born Transilvanian, Nico, has carved out her own niche as an 
international DJ.  Nico has recently produced her debut album “Be One”, to be released on a Global platform 
this year, and is currently putting together a live show of the album. She calls this genre Folkloric Electronic, 
influenced by her ancestral roots and love of Electronic music. 

HOLOTRONICA - 23:00

Holotronica® are a leading hologram effects company founded by multi award winning Stuart Warren-
Hill who has persistently been converging art, music and technology for over 30 years. Stuart invented 
Hologauze® - a holographic effect screen - for his groundbreaking audiovisual 3D album show.  He has 
been pushing boundaries with electronic interactive works since the mid 1990’s.Creator of the seminal AV 
track, ‘Timber’; voted No1 VJ by DJ Magazine and a member of Big Chill faves Hexstatic. 

PAN ELECTRIC - 18:00

Pan Electric is the ambient/chill project of Matt Coldrick, who originally landed a gig as Gabrielle’s guitarist 
whilst living a bizarre parallel life as a member of the eclectic Psychedelic trance mavericks “The Green Nuns 
of the Revolution”. Explorations into sound healing and devotional music resulted in ambient classic  Music 
*For A Busy Head and regular appearances with well know Mantra Artists.

www.panelectric.bandcamp.com

DARRAN P - 20:00

Darran P is a DJ, music producer and label owner with a career spanning over two decades. Mostly known 
for his deep house releases on City Fly & Mysterious Works. Darran’s work as a DJ has seen him play events 
in Russia, Estonia, Ibiza, Germany & Croatia. Darran’s eclectic taste as a DJ and Producer has gained him 
worldwide support, most notably from respected musical taste-maker Gilles Peterson. Expect a sun soaked 
selection on Friday evening.

www.mixcloud.com/darranpownall   www.cityfly.bandcamp.com   paypal.me/darranpownall

DR TRIPPY - 22:00

Combining Indian vocals, the rhythms and resonance of dub reggae and a battery of synthesisers and 
effect units, the dr trippy sound reflects the genius of Martin Corbett who first started playing electronic 
instruments at the tender age of 14 when he built his own analogue synthesiser.

JON HOPKINS QUIET SET - 00:00

Culled from Jon’s marathon Spotify playlist we ease you through the early hours with this set from this 
electronic  and ambient wizard who began his career playing keyboard for Imogen Heap, and has produced 
or contributed to albums by Brian Eno, Coldplay, David Holmes and others.

www.campfire.world/little-chill

http://www.campfire.world/little-chill


- 15 -Saturday AT THE LITTLE CHILL
Big Chill Musical Vibes, Chill Icons, Live, Dj Sets, Av Sets, Big Chill Films In 
The Original Spirit Of The Classic Festival.

CHEWY BEATWELL - 15:00

‘Matthew Grandison aka Chewy Beatwell is Brighton based 
vinyl collector, DJ, radio waffler, occasional ale supper and an 
original Big Chiller. Chewy’s musical heritage runs deep - as a 
DJ he has graced many club dancefloor, bar space and festival 
stage in the UK and beyond - and when he’s not searching 
out forgotten gems or future classics from a melting pot of 
musical worldwide flavours you’ll catch him playing them on his 
What’s Wrong With Groovin?’ show on one of the UK’s leading 
underground music stations - 1BTN. Expect the 
 finest in Big Chill beats, downtempo classics and hazy 
summertime memories.’

MATT BLACK (COLDCUT) - 17:00

One half of the legendary Coldcut and founder of Ninja Tune 
label, Matt has been a leading light in new directions for 
underground and electronic music, visuals and software for 
several decades now. He has also been a regular at Big Chill 
events and was first on the team sheet to offer his services at 
this World Harmony event.

PETE LAWRENCE FIRE AV SET 
GLOBAL BEACONS FIRELIGHTING - 20:15

Campfire and Big Chill founder Pete Lawrence sparks the 
Global Beacons fire with a special 40 minute AV set spanning 
various musical genres. This will be happening as the beacon 
fire lighting is launched in the Orchard space at 20:20        
#lightup2020

SOPHIE BOLTON ECSTATIC DANCE - 21:30

Sophie is a highly experienced Conscious Dance DJ/Facilitator 
based in the UK. She’s resident DJ for live international Ecstatic 
Dance events in London, Paris and Bristol and a facilitator/
DJ for a well-loved practice called Dancing Freedom.  She also 
played an iconic set at last summer’s Campfire Campout event.

BANCO DE GAIA Ambient AV Set - 16:00

Banco de Gaia has been performing and releasing for over 
30 years, making him one of the world’s most respected 
digital audio artists. His legacy is as glittering as it is diverse, 
ranging from Hollywood film sound credits to the critically 
acclaimed Last Train to Lhasa, first released in 1995 to a 
rapturous reception.

ALUCIDNATION - 00:15

Those of you familiar with the Big Chill from days of yore will 
be familiar with the man behind alucidnation - Bickerton, Bruce 
Bickerton. You’ll doubtless be overjoyed to hear that he’s spent 
a fair bit of time making some bespoke films to accompany his 
Saturday night set... so it’ll be live, Jim, but not as we know it.

TELEFUZZ - 01:15

Telefuzz has had some degree of a revolving-door 
membership, with founder Don Verbrilli being the mainstay. 
The new album “Silent Rooms” is the result of a fruitful 
partnership between Don and Mark Hjorthoy, (A Laughing 
Circuit, Little Robot Hands). The two musicians found a shared 
love of analog synthesizers, guitars, drum machines, and 
techno-inspired adventures, creating songs in an open and 
experimental jamming atmosphere.

MARC MAC (4hero) - 18:15

True originators are thin on the ground but Marc Mac’s claim 
is more robust than most. A pioneer of Jungle/Drum & Bass, 
as part of the duo 4hero he massively changed the face of 90’s 
music and made a huge contribution to dance culture. Marc’s 
endeavours to explore new genres inspired a generation of 
eclectic producers. As a Dj, from Jungle to Jazz, Techno to Hip 
Hop, it’s in the crates.

www.omniverserecords.co.uk

BIG CHILL SHORT FILMS  - 21:00

It was a Big Chill tradition for several years to invite our Big 
Chillers to take part in a communal video, whether it was each 
person appearing from a flower to 4hero’s Les Fleur or capers 
with large picture frames. Not seen for years, Steve White 
presents his films on Saturday  evening.

LOCKDOWN TV PRESENTS  THE BAYS + THE EGG - 23:00

Legendary iconic electronic  practitioners and Big Chill legends 
The Bays promise us something special from the studios of 
Lockdown TV, including a guest appearance from The Egg.  What 
drives this band is a need to communicate with their audience in 
a way not possible with the format of traditional live bands. There 
are no ‘songs’ as such to perform, there’s no album to promote, 
there are no commercial imperatives at play. 

• line up and times subject to change

www.campfire.world/little-chill

http://www.campfire.world/little-chill


- 16 -Sunday AT THE LITTLE CHILL
Big Chill Musical Vibes, Chill Icons, Live, Dj Sets, Av Sets, Big Chill Films In 
The Original Spirit Of The Classic Festival.

LOOSE JOINTS  - 11:30

Brought together by a shared love of hip-swaying music, bad 
jokes and a lack of plans on Sunday afternoons, Alex Traska 
and Rob Soulfood accidentally launched LOOSE JOINTS in 2016. 

A prolific DJ since the early 90s, funk 45’s addict Rob regularly 
drags along an audiophile soundsystem to the LOOSE JOINTS 
Sunday parties in Nottingham, joined by Alex (original founder 
of MyhouseYourhouse radio in 2005) who dips into racks of 
vinyl collected over 20 years of DJing to add to the pair’s hugely 
varied selections of downtempo, balearic treats, soul, funk, acid 
jazz, hip-hop, house, disco, boogie and everything inbetween.

MIXMASTER MORRIS - 15:00

Mixmaster Morris,  English ambient DJ and underground 
musician. Famous for his, “It’s time to lie down and be counted” 
quote, relating specifically to ambient music. Morris is a 
veteran of 16 Big Chills and is described by Pete Lawrence 
as “probably the best DJ in the world, unrivalled in terms of 
his encyclopaedic knowledge of music and skills for putting 
inventive sets together”

BEN OSBORNE - 17:45

Described as a “polymath” (Time Out), Ben is a DJ, writer, 
producer and founder of Noise of Art, a pioneering collective 
connecting “music with the arts, film and other media” (M 
Magazine - PRS). Ben’s projects are performed in diverse 
settings, from festivals and nightclubs to art galleries and 
bespoke spaces such as BT Tower. Time Out describes 
“shimmering electronic delights” and “dancefloor bombs”  
in his eclectic sets.

CHRIS COCO - 20:00

Chris started DJing in the acid house explosion of the late 
80s before going Balearic after the inevitable hazy revelatory 
experience at Cafe Del Mar. Whether he’s spinning a club 
set of classic and future house; getting weird in a back room 
or poolside with dub disco and Balearic; or masterfully 
soundtracking an Ibiza sunset, Chris Coco is the DJ with the 
music to make something beautiful happen.

NORMAN JAY - 13:00

Norman Jay’s Sunday matinee sets at The Big Chill achieved 
legendary status, invariably packing the sun in his record 
box.. We are happy to offer an exclusive first public airing of 
Norman’s 2005 set from Eastnor Castle.

PETE LAWRENCE FRESH AIR AV SET - 22:30

Recorded to honour those doing the essential work  in 
lockdown for our benefit and celebrating that most scarce 
resource for so many - fresh air, this audio visual excursion 
touches many musical points and explores nature and 
emotions. 

DIGITONAL  - 23:30

Digitonal are a London, UK based band who have been working 
at the intersection of ambient electronica, melodic IDM and 
neo-classical minimalism since 1997. They have recorded for 
Toytronic, Just Music, The Ambient Zone, Neo Ouija and Cactus 
Island and have been called upon to remix the likes of Max 
Richter, Kelli Ali, B12 and labelmates Marconi Union. They have 
played live across the UK, Europe and the US and have been 
critically acclaimed for their expressive performances of great 
range and beauty. Their fifth studio album is currently nearing 
completion and will be released later in 2020.

LAURA B - 17:00

French DJ and ambient electronic producer Laura B  was a well 
known fixture at many Big Chill events over the years and is still 
making great music from her new base in the south of France. 

YOUTH  - 19:00

Ex Killing Joke member Martin Glover is one of the UK’s most 
consistent, credible and influential producers, Youth has been 
responsible for numerous hits from artists including The Verve, 
Embrace, Echo and the Bunnymen, Crowded House, The Orb, 
Sir Paul McCartney and The Charlatans.

KAYA PROJECT  - 21:00

Kaya Project is a tribal fusion of World Music & Electronica 
primarily built upon Location recordings from exotic locations 
around the planet. The collective is spearheaded by U.K. based 
Producer / Multi Instrumentalist Seb Taylor, encompassing 
original studio sessions & field recordings captured throughout 
Asia, North Africa & The Middle East, Kaya Project is truly a 
vibrant melting pot of influences.

• line up and times subject to change

www.campfire.world/little-chill
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- 18 -FRIDAY AT CAMPFIRE CONVERSATIONS

JAMIE CATTO :  THE POWER OF YIN  - 10:00

Opening session for our Campfire Conversations space with Jamie who facilitates professional, personal and 
creative breakthroughs, drawing from his own processes in ground-breaking film production, philosophy 
voyages and music.. Our mission is to make self-reflection hip enough to save us from ourselves. We believe 
that by collectively acknowledging our insanity and our deepest darkest shadows, we can learn how to work 
with it to tackle global cisris by channelling our energy into action for the world rather than using it all up on 
fighting ourselves.

INDRA ADNAN :  THE POLITICS OF WAKING UP - 11:00

Some would say we’ve been in a revolution for 20 years - ever since the birth of the internet, we’ve had more 
access to information, to each other and to mobilisation. But the Covid crisis seems to have accelerated 
everything. Is the prolonged lock down making more of us open to the sufferings of others? What happens 
when everyone wakes up to the wrongs of the past? When everyone begins to get a sense of their own 
agency? Indra Adnan, Founder of The Alternative UK, shares the learning after three years (plus three 
decades) of designing for this moment.

GEORGINA WILSON-POWELL (PEBBLE MAG)  - FACILITATOR

Journalist, guidebook author, editor and content creator with 12 years experience across print and digital.  
She specialise in travel, luxury lifestyle, food, art and design as well as blogging for clients, creating SEO 
optimised copy, guidebooks and audio tours. She is founder of Pebble Mag. Pebble is all about stylish 
sustainable living across a free digital magazine, events and our online community, the pebble pod.

PANEL : DESIGNING ETHICAL GOVERNANCE - 12:00

The coronavirus crisis has not only further revealed our vulnerability to existential threats but heightened 
the awareness that our governments cannot be trusted to govern ethically. Policies are not designed to 
protect the most vulnerable from harm, and telling the truth is often viewed as optional. What kind of 
institutional mechanisms can ensure that we are governed with compassion and competence far into the 
future? Our panelists will discuss a few aspects of these issues, including the ethical basis of governance, 
making existing structures more compassionate, and the use of citizens’ assemblies for cooperative, 
informed decision-making.

Jonathan Leighton,  Matt Hawkins, Patrick Chalmers, Louise Caldwell

LYNNE FRANKS - 14:00 
Bringing feminine wisdom into community transformation - circles, compassion & change

In this time of planetary change at every level, it will be small circles or pods of women who will take a 
leadership role from the grass roots, working within their communities to develop a new circular economy 
based on share, barter, ‘give’ and co-operation.  The pods, which Lynne has designed based on seven 
feminine archetypes, will share their experiences, wisdom and stories with other communities, creating 
a grid of connection inspired by sacred geometry. Join Lynne, conflict resolution expert Jo Berry and 
Sue Shelbourn-Barrows, Mayor of Wincanton to discuss how you too can create a Pod of Seven in your 
community.

• line up and times subject to change

Reimagining the Future in collaboration with pebble mag.
Insights and intuitions from thinkers, doers, visionaries, activists, seers and sages.

www.campfire.world/campfire-conversations

https://www.campfire.world/campfire-conversations
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PATRICK ANDREWS   - 10:00

A New Story Of Business

Corporations have grown to the point where they influence almost every aspect of our lives. Yet they built 
on old stories of homo economicus, masculine superiority and organisations as machines, and are ill-
equipped to cope with a changing world. It is time for a new story. In this session Patrick Andrews, lawyer, 
facilitator and activist, will share his thoughts on a new story for business.

JULENE SIDDIQUE - 15:00

Woman’s Initiation Journey

Powerful readings, feminine practices, self-development, woman’s health science, feminine secrets, and 
campfire community sharing. Discover the secrets, knowledge and practices to unlock the full spectrum 
of your Womanhood. From sexuality, to social change, to understanding your body inside out – This is 
The Initiation.

www.campfireconvention.uk/projects/womans-initiation-journey/womans-initiation-course-launch

GAYNOR O’FLYNN  - 11:00

Change is inevitable. Whether you like it or not,  everywhere and everything changes.  The environment, the 
weather, the economy, technology, society, culture, your friends, your family, your beliefs and your body, 
everything. For some change means adventure and opportunity, for some fear, worry, risk and loss. 

We will explore how we can work with change as a tool to grow and evolve, 
personally, spiritually and professionally and the liberating power of embracing change. Live Talk followed 
by Open Forum with participants

DAVID MONTEITH  - 12:00

Song For My Fathers

David is a Podcast Consultant, Actor/Director/tutor and stillbirth activist. He has 4 ridiculously insane 
daughters of which 3 are still alive. In this Campfire moment David will explore modern racism through the 
lens of his ancestral path from his Great great great grandfathers journey from Nigeria as an enslaved boy 
and show what the fathers from then till now have taught him about living in today’s culture.

“After our daughter died I have spoken at conferences and events all over the world. Raising awareness and 
changing practice is part of my life and any donations are welcome - www.paypal.me/GraceinAct

PETER MACFADYEN  - 14:00 
Reclaiming Politics

Our political systems are designed to maintain oligarchy.  This is a catastrophic disaster for us all and 
for the planet.  Given only a short and limited time to act, what is the best chance for change?  
What can we as individuals do to make a difference both in terms of the system and to help prepare us for 
the inevitable breakdown that is ahead?  At the heart of this short talk is ‘global and local’.  The premise 
that change as individuals and as local communities to sufficient scale, can lead to change at national and 
international scale.

• line up and times subject to change

SATURDAY AT CAMPFIRE CONVERSATIONS
Reimagining the Future in collaboration with pebble mag.
Insights and intuitions from thinkers, doers, visionaries, activists, seers and sages.

www.campfire.world/campfire-conversations

https://www.campfire.world/campfire-conversations
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THEO SIMON   - 11:00

Building Unity Trust and Consensus

Covid19 revealed our deep solidarity and kindness. But it’s also brought into focus the inequalities, 
confusions and divisions which come into play whenever we try to act with common purpose. In the past 
these fault lines have sabotaged all attempts at lasting system change. We can now see how, in a public 
emergency, they could even undermine our very survival. I’ll look at what these fault lines are, how they 
are exploited by hostile forces, and why we can be relied on - even without manipulation - to endlessly 
fall out with each other. As children of capitalism, I think we’ve all been trained in habits of division and 
disconnection - in some places as oppressors and exploiters, in others as victims.  If we want to survive and 
thrive through the emergencies ahead, it’s now our task to find the revolutionary habits which help us hear 
each other’s needs, create resilient solidarity, and pre-emptively shut down the drivers of disunity within us 
and around us.

ANGELA WARD   - 12:00

Touch The Void - The Way We Grieve Now

Stories from the frontline. Angela Ward is a Funeral Director and Celebrant. The COVID 19 pandemic has 
been a challenge for everyone, especially those who have had to deal with a death and organising a funeral 
in a lockdown situation. Their completely unique experiences and stories have shone a light into the often 
shadowy and private world of death and dying, offering us a chance to really understand what is important- 
not just about ritual and ceremony, but ultimately, what it means to be human. What gives our lives a 
sense of purpose? What is it that really matters to us? What are some of the ways we have adapted to a 
truly unprecedented crisis? What do the grieving really need for support? And what can we take forward as 
learning into our attitudes to death and dying in the west?

DANIEL PINCHBECK  - 13:00

Building Our Regenerative Future

We can embrace the challenges of this time as an initiation. The only sensible goal is to engineer a 
transformation of society toward the ideal of a regenerative system, where all of our work supports the 
health of the biosphere.

XR CATALYSERS FOUR ELEMENTS HYBRID SESSION   - 14:15

Caroline Pakel and Roc Sandford will be offering a 3 hour immersive and fully participatory XR Catalyser 
experience. Taking you from a place of knowing to one of connecting and acting. After a short introduction 
to the work of XR Catalysers so far, you will be invited to experience the new XR Catalyser “earth circle”. Be 
prepared to find yourself publicly naked (in a metaphorical and supportive way!), and to connect with the 
next stage of your path ahead. We will share tools and processes used with great success over the last 9 
months by Catalysers with people roaming the corridors of power. 

• line up and times subject to change

SUNDAY AT CAMPFIRE CONVERSATIONS
Reimagining the Future in collaboration with pebble mag.
Insights and intuitions from thinkers, doers, visionaries, activists, seers and sages.

www.campfire.world/campfire-conversations
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- 22 -FRIDAY AT THE ORCHARD
Nature Connections: An exploration of the human in nature and 
the part that we play, embracing our wildness.

CRAIG TRAFFORD - 10:00

Eco Tapping

Craig Trafford, Energy Healer, Kinesiologist and EFT Practitioner opens with an experiential EFT/Eco tapping 
workshop to transform climate fears, usher in a new civilisation of harmony between people and planet  to 
create inner space for a new connection; a fusion of ancient meridian tapping and modern energy medicine 
helps us to do this gently and rapidly and when applied to our personal earth concerns, we embody and 
affirm our unbreakable connection with nature.

www.craigtrafford.com

JASON HINE  - 14:30

Ceremonies

Jason is a ceremonialist, earth-based facilitator, coach and gardener dwelling in Devon. He’s delivering two 
Zoom ceremonies. The first will lift curses that disconnect us from the land, whilst embodying mythbeings. 
It aims to lift the plague from the land and reconnect with the faery world. Jason will tell stories of Celtic and 
Slavic Greek and other mythologies.

paypal.me/jasonhine135   www.earthbaseddreaming.com

FORESTS WITHOUT FRONTIERS - 17:15

Jane Dunford, deputy director of non-profit tree-planting organisation Forests Without Frontiers, talks 
about their work and guides a mediation through the forests. Forests Without Frontiers is a non-profit 
organisation set up to reforest and rewild degraded land, with the help of music and art. Find out more at 
www.forestswithoutfrontiers.org. 

JULILLA AND THE HANKY TREE - 11:00

Baby it’s time.. to come out to play! Join JuliLa and Marcello For a de-light-filled happening.. a seasonal 
Summer Solstice sing-a-long For ALL the family.. 0-93 and beyond 

Underneath The ‘spreading’ Hanky Tree! @ Half past a freckle.. On a screen nr. YOU! Actually.. 

Broadcasting LIVE.. From 11-12noon-ish  THIS Fri/Sat/Sunday 19/20/21 June

Via fb Live.. to zoom, Zoom, ZOOM! By donation paypal.me/juliLa2020 And.. For a few lucky locaLs.. 

A Lovely Opportunity to book an actual private time slot.. 

To visit and sew *HERE.. Or, hone that vision.. sew your hanky at home.. and just pop-a-long.. and 
add it to the bloomin’ tree.. Ooh.. So SO MUCH Possibility! VERY Very Ltd numbers.. obviously.. So do 
please R.S.V.P  BiGLove 

LUCY LEPCHANI  - 17:00

Woodland Walks - Woodland Connections

You never know what you might find in ancient woodland - or what might find you. A tale of encounters, 
discoveries and connections told in words and images, from time spent in deepest Dorset. Lucy is drawn to 
narratives and to the sensory, sensual natural world: creating and extrapolating stories from places, events, 
people and objects; locating adventure in the everyday and the ordinary.  

www.lucylepchani.life

LAUREN GALEY - 18:30

Blooming Orchid Meditation

Lauren Galey is the host of Quantum Conversations. She offers a  blooming orchid plant music attunement 
and meditation. As the plant sings to you, energy of the old programmes is being released as you raise your 
personal vibration.  Some find the need for movement out in nature, so take this on a walk with you.  
Others find it the perfect sound spa for a private at-home relaxation session, or simply a high vibrational 
musical journey. 
www.newearthone.com

• line up and times subject to change

www.campfire.world/the-orchard
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BOB HILLARY - 10:00

How to grow your own food

Bob Hillary invites you to join him on his allotment for a 30 minute Workshop on how to grow your own 
food... he has been growing food since he was a kid - so here are some skills & tools to help you do the 
same. He feels these times are calling for it! 
www.bobhillary.com  

GEOFF ROBB AND THE MUSIC OF TREES  - 13:00

Music of Trees is a solo guitar show where Geoff performs music inspired by different trees, introducing the 
Holm Oak tree and talking about the inspiration and some tree folklore.

www.geoffrobb.com 

EMMA CAPPER  - 16:30

Virtual Forest Bathe

Emma Capper is an ANFT certified Nature and forest therapy guide, artist and workshop facilitator with over 
25 yrs of experience delivering workshops in the expressive arts. Emma is inviting you on a delightful live 
virtual forest therapy walk using Zoom. 
www.creativejourneys.org.uk

JULILLA AND THE HANKY TREE - 11:00

Baby it’s time.. to come out to play! Join JuliLa and Marcello For a de-light-filled happening.. a seasonal 
Summer Solstice sing-a-long For ALL the family.. 0-93 and beyond 

Underneath The ‘spreading’ Hanky Tree! @ Half past a freckle.. On a screen nr. YOU! Actually.. 

Broadcasting LIVE.. From 11-12noon-ish  THIS Fri/Sat/Sunday 19/20/21 June

Via fb Live.. to zoom, Zoom, ZOOM! By donation paypal.me/juliLa2020 And.. For a few lucky locaLs.. 

A Lovely Opportunity to book an actual private time slot.. 

To visit and sew *HERE.. Or, hone that vision.. sew your hanky at home.. and just pop-a-long.. and 
add it to the bloomin’ tree.. Ooh.. So SO MUCH Possibility! VERY Very Ltd numbers.. obviously.. So do 
please R.S.V.P  BiGLove 

JASON HINE  - 14:00

Ceremonies

Jason, earth dreamer, invites you to a second ritual to Artemis;  the faery in huntress form and the great 
bear constellation will be a “ritual of the bear” - Artemis’s link to a bear, Arthur as bear and the seven 
villages(seven stars) of Glastonbury, the horned god Veles as bear, the road to the land of the dead.

We can all be empowered to bring this world and the otherworld back together...

CHRIS WATERS - 18:30

Despacho

hris Waters, Founder of Spirit of the Inca School of Energy Medicine. She is passionate about sharing tools 
and techniques to be the best version of ourselves we can be. Chris invites you to join her in a Despacho 
which is a living prayer that invitees us to come into balance, through reciprocity, what we give, we receive, 
we give thanks for. It’s a prayer of gratitude for all that Mother Earth offers us in our lives and is a deep 
honouring of the feminine and masculine aspects of us that brings unity to our hearts. 

www.spiritoftheinca.com

BEACONS LIGHTING - 20:20

#LightUp2020

Whilst Campfire Firestarter Pete Lawrence plays his inspirational Fire AV mix in The Little Chill space, we are 
opening our Zoom room to invite you to light your fires and Beacons and share your experiences with the 
community. Beacons are symbols of connection and harmony and unity. Let’s shine a light a light on the 
world and light up 2020.

www.campfire.world

• line up and times subject to change

Nature Connections: An exploration of the human in nature and 
the part that we play, embracing our wildness.

www.campfire.world/the-orchard

http://paypal.me/juliLa2020
https://www.paypal.me/campfireconvention
https://www.campfire.world/the-orchard
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Nature Connections: An exploration of the human in nature and the part that we play, 
embracing our wildness.

PAULA TRAFFORD - 10:00

Kum Nye

Paula hosts an energising start to our eclipse and new moon celebrations in the Orchard. Get in the 
garden and get comfortable. Kum Nye offers gentle stretches to release intense muscular holding, 
traditionally to renew your body in preparation for this new day, relieving stress, promoting balance, 
unity and health and setting the brightest of tones for the day ahead.  

www.paulatrafford.com

ROHAN WHITE  - 13:00

Connecting with nature, living land

Rohan White invites us to explore our native Celtic traditions and community , taking us on a deeper 
journey where we find our nature as human beings upon the Earth is a microcosm of the cosmos and can 
be experienced as such within our bodies.  Sharing songs, traditions, folk practice, visualisations, ritual 
and meditation we can make contact with our own, unique unseen allies as we take a step towards co-
operative earth healing.

TIM HUTTON  - 15:00

The power of the circle 

Tim Hutton is in the Orchard Yurt exploring the nourishing, life affirming, free energy of circles and all about 
wild circles, circular patterns in our lives, in nature and what is so special about circles for human beings. 
A beautiful opportunity to fully embrace how important it is for us to honour our enduring and special 
relationship with all kinds of circles and spirals. 

www.thewildcircle.co.uk 

JULILLA AND THE HANKY TREE - 11:00

Baby it’s time.. to come out to play! Join JuliLa and Marcello For a de-light-filled happening.. a seasonal 
Summer Solstice sing-a-long For ALL the family.. 0-93 and beyond 

Underneath The ‘spreading’ Hanky Tree! @ Half past a freckle.. On a screen nr. YOU! Actually.. 

Broadcasting LIVE.. From 11-12noon-ish  THIS Fri/Sat/Sunday 19/20/21 June

Via fb Live.. to zoom, Zoom, ZOOM! By donation paypal.me/juliLa2020 And.. For a few lucky locaLs.. 

A Lovely Opportunity to book an actual private time slot.. 

To visit and sew *HERE.. Or, hone that vision.. sew your hanky at home.. and just pop-a-long.. and 
add it to the bloomin’ tree.. Ooh.. So SO MUCH Possibility! VERY Very Ltd numbers.. obviously.. So do 
please R.S.V.P  BiGLove 

JULIE HORSLEY - 14:00

Blessings

Julie offers blessings to amplify the themes of harmony and unity for the weekend.  Some of these 
include the languages of light to shine on all that we need to meet both in ourselves and in the collective 
of humanity and in reverence to all non-human beings, the kingdoms, the elements.

www.campfire.world

MARTIN NELSON - 16:30

Adventures in time and space

 Martin Nelson and his mysterious “Adventures in Time and Space”. Martin is an equinox rather 
than a solstice guy, but all Earth Days are good, right? Adventure 1 will be a journey back 500 million 
years and down toward the centre of the Earth. Adventure 2 will show you how to build an Earth Day 
logo with Euclid’s geometry and Nature’s mathematical building block, Phi – the Golden Section. And 
seaweed.

www.martinnelson.co.uk/equinox/

FRAN ANDRE LEADS ORCHARD CLOSING CEREMONY - 18:18

Choir leader and vocal facilitator with a passion for the powerful shared heart-opening communion that 
group singing can bring us. She invites us to come and connect together to soulfully sing your heart out 
through a sweet mixture of upbeat funky songs and reflective heartfelt ones. Fran weaves her song magic. 
All welcome, songs will taught simply by ear.

www.soulofthecity.co.uk  www.monzo.me/franandre

• line up and times subject to change

www.campfire.world/the-orchard
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- 26 -WEEKEND AT THE ZEN DEN
Be Good to Yourself. Explorative experiences and wholesome workshops to 
enhance your mind, body and soul.

THE GENTLE REBEL 

Friday 9:00 - 09:45 Dynamic Yoga with elements of martial arts

 Sunday 11:00 - 12:00 Talk: Shamanism. The teachings of all ages for modern times

 Sunday 16:00 - 16:30 Guided Shamanic Journey

A shamanic yogi, martial artist & speaker. All his teachings are founded on the principle ‘ancient teachings 
for modern times’ which are sometimes amusing, sometimes fascinating but always life changing. He has 
been teaching since 2007 and has taught all over the world, including India, the motherland of yoga. 
www.thegentlerebel.com   donation@thegentlerebel.com

REAL FLOW YOGA :  FRIDAY 11:10 - 11:45 

Food for Thought Talk: The Chakras

Tammy’s ethos is to take a flow-state approach to teaching and practicing yoga. Bridging the gap 
between contemporary findings from psychology and neuroscience and exploring the parallels with the 
ancient teachings of yoga, Tammy keeps yoga relatable, authentic, and REAL. Tune in as she discusses the 
Chakra system.

www.realflowyoga.com

INDYOGA

Friday 15.00-15.45 Flow Yoga: balance and stability

Sunday 9.00 – 9.45 Flow Yoga: energy and devotion

Adrianne is a registered Real Flow Yoga Instructor, SUP Yoga Instructor and Usii Reiki Practitioner. Offering 
deeply rooted and grounding sequences for all levels, these sessions will be uplifting and dynamic. Over 
the weekend you can delve into standing balances and back opener using rhythmic breath led Vinyasa. 
Introducing the Root and Sacral chakras, Solar Plexus and Heart chakras, Adrianne will help you find your 
flow state both on and off the mat.

www.indyoga.uk  Paypal adnightingale@me.com

TUNED IN SOUND

Friday 16.00-16.45 Sound Meditation Gong Bath

Saturday 16.00-16.45 Sound Meditation Gong Bath

Mark’s mission is to help more people easily reap the benefits of meditation through sound and music. 
He is passionate about using sound and ambient music alongside wellbeing techniques as tools for 
everyday life. Via Tuned in Sound he delivers regular gong baths and sound meditation sessions online.

www.tunedinsound.co.uk   www.paypal.me/tunedinsound

ANDRE BERRY MEDITATION

Friday 17.00 – 17.40 Food for Thought Talk: Higher States of Consciousness

Saturday 17.00-18.00 Vedic Mantra Meditation 

Sunday 15.00-16.00 Maintaining habits in yoga and meditation

After hearing about the benefits of Transcendental Meditation (TM), Andre decided to learn the 
technique independently. He was amazed by a reduction in anxiety and an increase in resilience to 
everyday challenges. More at peace with himself than ever before, he immersed himself further into 
the Vedic tradition from which it stemmed and is a much sought-after Independent Teacher of 
Transcendental Meditation.

www.andreberrymeditation.co.uk

THE BREATHING PROJECT  - FRIDAY 10:00 - 11:00 Wim Hof Breathwork

Brian Morrison is a breathwork practitioner and Wim Hof Method Instructor. On discovering the Wim 
Hof Method and some of the broader breathwork practices, Brian discovered that many of the effects of 
poor mental health could be relieved in natural ways. Join him for a relaxed variation on the breathing 
techniques used by Wim Hof. Focussing on releasing tension, stress, and anxiety.

www.thebreathingproject.org  www.paypal.me/breathingproject

THANH MAI  - Friday 11:45 - 12:00

Music in Nature Film: Violin

Thanh Mai is a sound healing practitioner, musician & holistic therapist using gong, Tibetan/crystal 
bowls, violin & singing to create music, sonorous space & vibrational sounds to enhance your physical, 
mental, and spiritual wellbeing. Be the first to watch this beautiful filmed performance created 
especially for the festival. 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCzGf51yOS0GZKvOPD1zgbzg    www.paypal.me/thanhmaisupport • line up and times subject to change

www.campfire.world/the-zen-den
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- 27 -WEEKEND AT THE ZEN DEN
Be Good to Yourself. Explorative experiences and wholesome workshops to 
enhance your mind, body and soul.

BLISSED OUT YOGA

Saturday 9.00-9.30 Kundalini Flow     Sunday 17.30-18.00 Yoga Nidra

Emmaline has been practicing yoga for 25 years and teaching for 12. A dancer and actor, she loves 
the crossover with yoga and how yoga practice is perfect training for performers.Her company, 
Blissed-out Yoga teaches contemporary, western yoga, floor and now Aerial/yoga trapeze... exercise 
in disguise.  It’s all about finding your bliss... tuning into your Self and the world. Join Emmaline for 
a flowing morning yoga session incorporating Kundalini breathwork. Then we will sign out with the 
blissful yogic sleep Yoga Nidra. www.blissedoutyoga.co.uk/

DRUM N BOUNCE

Saturday 10.15-11.00 Drum & Bass Aerobics

Join Emma for an uplifting dance fitness class to drum & bass music. The moves are accessible and 
designed to make you smile and sweat. You will learn one of the signature dnb routines and freestylers 
are very welcome too. Fun exercise to motivating tunes creates a release of healthy highs. Drum n 
Bounce have been delivering festival fitness sessions throughout the UK since 2012. 

www.drumnbounce.co.uk   www.paypal.me/drumnbounce

HAYLEY FROM EMBRACE YOGA

Saturday 15.00-16.00 Feet Firmly on the Ground

A grounding, yet flowing session, focusing on the amazing architecture of the feet, the silent servants of the 
body. Looking at how the feet inform each asana & the importance of connecting with Mother Earth through 
thoughtful step. Hayley has been teaching yoga for over 20 years and runs vibrant classes in Bournemouth  
and Wimborne.

www.yogahayley.com/   www.PayPal.me/hayleygumery

INTRINSIC THERAPIES

Sunday 10.00-10.45 Crystal Chakra Balancing Meditation

Sunday 16.30-17.30 Introduction to Crystals Workshop

Join Natasha on Sunday morning for a relaxing and rejuvenating meditation. Embrace the festival theme of 
World Harmony by connecting to Mother Earth and awakening your Chakra’s. Then in the afternoon explore 
how to choose, use and cleanse your crystals. If you have any crystals please feel free to bring them along, if 
not just bring yourself and have some fun. 

www.intrinsictherapies.co.uk    Paypal natashaedwards@hotmail.co.uk

MARC NARRATIVE

Sunday 12.00 12.15 Music in Nature: Halo Harmonics

Marc is a freelance artist specialising in narrative based audio-visual composition & production, combining 
film editing, animation & motion graphics, with sound design, music composition & narrative performance. 
Marc also plays a few acoustic instruments, including the relaxing steel harmonics of the halo. He will be 
performing this with some cinematic electronic compositions & dubbed samples created especially for the 
festival and with the hope of leaving you in a more heightened state on the final day. 

www.marcnarrative.com    Paypal marcreck@googlemail.com

SARA UBALDI

Saturday 9.30-10.00 Sun Salutations

A qualified vinyasa flow teacher with Yoga London, Sara will be energising us on a Saturday morning 
by focussing on Surya Namaskar as we salute to the summer solstice sun.  Sun Salutations can be 
considered as a small and complete yoga class, infusing you with energy and releasing tension and stress. 
Connect to your body and the world around you in this harmonising session. 

www.instagram.com/saramadame/

LEXELIFE

Saturday 11.00-12.00 Food for Thought Talk: Inner voice 

Join Alex for a grounded and open exploration of the relationship we have with ourself. Looking at the 
interplay between our internal dialogue and how we can find unity to work with, rather than against 
self. Alex is a life coach and personal trainer who supports people to become conscious of their 
subconscious choices to improve their overall health and well-being. 

www.instagram.com/lexehyde    www.paypal.me/LexeFitness • line up and times subject to change
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- 29 -FRIDAY AT THE ACOUSTIC FIRE
Campfire Live in collaboration with The Front Room. 
Acoustic performers, poets, wordsmiths, artists and multi-talents.

THE FRONT ROOM

The Front Room attracts presenters and audiences from the Solent and South Downs regions with 
occasional artists from London and further afield attracted by the warmth of a packed audience and the 
tropical paradise of Southsea. Building our reputation with a programme of monthly spoken word and 
acoustic music guest slots with always open mic available, The Front Room takes place in independent 
coffee shops, as well as site specific locations which have combined poetry film and sometimes  immersive 
drama in places as dark and foreboding such as Castles, Towers and Forts that stand guard over 
Portsmouth. Most of the featured spoken word artists and some of the musical acts, at Acoustic Fire 
perform regularly for The Front Room.  We are proud to be co-curating Acoustic Fire with Campfire.

www.facebook.com/frontroomwordsandmusic/

MYRIAM SAN MARCO - 18:00

Bournemouth Poet Laureate, Chief Wordmaker. Poet, poetry promoter and creative writing enforcer.  
Full time punk. Listens to the little voices. 
/myriamlee10.wixsite.com/wordmaker

MEGAN LINFORD - 14:15

Emerging Roots artist Megan’s music of Folk and Americana with hints at a Gospel/Soul influence, aims to 
connect to people with a stamp of truth and authenticity. With recent support slots with ; Emily Barker, The 
Oyster Band, Flossie Malavialle, Martha Tilston, Luke Concannon and BBC 2  Folk Award winners Ciaran 
Algar and Greg Russell,  Megan, is making her way on the UK music scene  drawing inspiration from the 
Earth, the rhythm, and the pulse of everyday life.  Her latest release off upcoming album ‘Lessons’ oozes 
with Gospel influence, is a taste into where Megan’s music is heading in the future.

 www.meganlinford.co.uk

HANA MARIA 18:15

Writer and multi-instrumentalist fronting goth rock band Hana Piranha. Their fourth studio album 
Wednesday’s Child is her debut harp offering, exhibiting the dark underbelly of her artistry. The underbelly 
is what she brings to the solstice with her exquisite harp playing and vocals.

www.tunedinsound.co.uk   www.paypal.me/tunedinsound

SCOTT & MARIA - 17:15

Scott and Maria play uplifting feel-good tunes straight from the heart. Drenched in beautiful harmonies, 
their music draws inspiration from all forms of love and our beautiful planet Earth. Based in Brighton, you 
can find all online platforms via ScottandMariaMusic.com.  “Unapologetic, beguiling and utterly beautiful.’’ - 
Shindig Magazine

STEVE TASANE  - FRIDAY 17:05

Steve is a tongue-twisting, slam-winning performance poet who has featured at Glastonbury Festival, the 
100 Club, Latitude and was writer-in-residence for the Dickens Bicentennial Celebrations, and Battersea 
Dogs Home. He is also an award-winning children’s author, whose latest novel, Child I (Faber) has been 
translated into 10 languages and is presently shortlisted for the German Youth Literature Prize.  His 
previous novels Blood Donors and Nobody Saw No One (Walker) were respectively included in the Diverse 
Voices List of the best 50 children’s books in the last 50 years to celebrate cultural diversity, and included 
in The Guardian’s choice of Children’s Books Of The Year. In 2015 he also wrote THE RISE OF MAIDSTONE 
UNITED, stationed as resident writer at the club’s Gallagher Stadium

www.stevetasane.wordpress.com/steve-tasane/

SAM COX - 14:30

Portsmouth poet laureate, Sam Cox takes inspiration from the positives she sees around her and with her 
collection of poetry ‘Timeless Tides’ champions the spirit of the people and the place of Portsmouth. Sam is 
a regular compere of The Front Room and delights audiences with her freestyle improvised offerings.

twitter.com/portsmouthpoet?lang=en

• line up and times subject to change
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- 30 -FRIDAY AT THE ACOUSTIC FIRE
Campfire Live in collaboration with The Front Room. 
Acoustic performers, poets, wordsmiths, artists and multi-talents.

EMILY DAVIES - 16:30

Originally from Herefordshire, via a spell in London, Emily Davies now calls Devon her home and it’s here 
that’s she’s quietly cementing her reputation as a singer-songwriter of the most enchanting variety. Emily is 
a seasoned performer, crafting spellbinding sets that are undeniably steeped in the magic of the past, while 
still maintaining a refreshing air of the new.

Her songs blend bittersweet folk with a melodic mix of alt-country and a genuine pop sensibility. She has 
performed at venues and festivals across the UK and internationally, including Green Man, The Big Chill, 
Festinho, OceanBeat and Love Trails and has supported artists including Laura Marling, The Swingle Singers, 
Ben Taylor, Jake Morley, Heidi Talbot and William the Conqueror. Emily is a pure and supremely talented 
songwriter: spend a little time in her presence and drift away somewhere else entirely.

www.emilydavies.co.uk 

STEVE ASTRONAUT - 15:00

Steve is a member of Big Chill regulars Knights Of The Occasional Table, purveyors of ambient pop, cyber-
folk and bad puns. Since the last KOTOT album, John Barleycorn 2000, Steve has been continuing to explore 
the world of real music (played on real instruments by real men with real beards) and is as likely to be found 
playing an acoustic guitar as tweaking a synthesizer. Here he will present a mash of traditional English folk, 
folk blues, acid folk, the soundtrack for Sean Connery’s 1974 science fiction epic Zardoz and his soon to be 
novelty hit Quantum Physics, probably the best song about Schrödinger’s cat set to a traditional Russian folk 
tune ever.

RUSTY SHERRIFF - 19:10

Producer and multi-instrumentalist in a range of Solent based bands, from shouting for ‘noise oiks 
Flybums’, samples and conducting for the improvised ‘ Friday Night Weird Dreams’, drums for riff orientated 
instrumental band ‘Aeroplane Attack’, one third of the abstract spoken word/sound project ‘The Vulture 
is a Patient Bird’.   Solo artist for a range of sound projects covering a multitude of genres. Designer and 
presenter for Prrk Industries, an online research platform for electronic sound experiments, circuit bending 
and sonic exploration, encouraging DIY building and modifying of devices and the repurposing of discarded 
media and products.

www.rustysheriff.bandcamp.com/

NATHAN LEWIS WILLIAMS & CAELIA LUNNISS - 16:00

Nathan is a bilingual (Welsh and English) folk musician who weaves rhythm and melody that goes straight 
to the soul. Known in Glastonbury for running the Fabulous Furry Folk Nights, and for musical appearances 
with various folk outfits including Dragonsfly, Circulus, and Dora Darling, Nathan is joined by Caelia Lunniss 
on fiddle, who as well as recording and gigging with Nathan is a member of Bristol’s Spindle Ensemble and 
various classical/ folk music outreach projects.

CHRISTINE COLLISTER - 19:25

Christine’s career now spans an incredible 37 years! Over that bridge of time she has released 24 albums 
… a DVD celebrating 20 years in the business and a single with the BBC : the theme tune for “The Life and 
Loves of a She-Devil” in 1984. Throughout, she has mesmerized and astounded with her unique blend of 
soul, blues, pop, jazz, country and folk, and today she remains as powerful, subtle and effortless as ever. 

www.christinecollister.com

RORY MCLEOD  - 18:30

Rhythmic storyteller, multi-instrumentalist, telling unpalatable truths about broken hearts, social injustice, 
in songs, that are percussive, bold, lyrical, deeply personal and have an unexpected edge to them, 
accompanied by spoons, harmonica, guitar, trombone and-tap-dancing shoes.   An ex-circus clown and fire 
eater in an Azteca Mexican Circus, Rory has played harmonica and guitar with Michelle Shocked, Michael 
Franti, Joe Strummer, The Poison Girls with the West-African guitarist ALI FARKE-TOURE and TAJ MAHAL; 
and Madagascan group TARIKA. He’s enjoyed creative collaborations with Hassan Erraji and Paul Rodden- 
virtuosos, respectively, of the Moroccan Oud, the Northumbrian pipes and the Irish banjo.

https://paypal.me/tipjarofferingwage?locale.x=en_GB

https://www.talkativemusic.co.uk/

• line up and times subject to change
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- 31 -SATURDAY AT THE ACOUSTIC FIRE
Campfire Live in collaboration with The Front Room. 
Acoustic performers, poets, wordsmiths, artists and multi-talents.

THE FIRE POET WITH SIRISHKUMAR - 14:05

Once described as “the foremost performance poet in England” by The Evening Standard, Philip Wells 
aka The Fire Poet has performed everywhere from Buckingham Palace to The Brixton Fridge, from Warwick 
Castle to The Royal Albert Hall - while tabla maestro Sirishkumar Manji has headlined in front of 750,000 in 
a dried-out lake and led Ennio Morricone’s Oscar-winning percussion section in the hit film “The City of Joy”. 
After meeting at The Bedford in Balham at Shakespeare’s Globe in 2000, together they’ve inspired everyone 
from inner city truants in London to AIDS orphans in Kenya.  Today they’re live and online 
from Sirishkumar’s Kingsbury studio ready to improvise with tabla, voice, claypot, drones, chimes 
and Kikuyu drum.

DORA DARLING - 16:00

Dora Darling is a singer songwriter who plays traditional and original earthy, magical folk songs from the 
British Isles. “Dora’s rich deep voice draws you into the stories of the songs she’s written... the audience 
were clearly appreciative”- Nancy Kerr and James Fagan.

www.doradarling.com

ADRIAN LEGG - 15:30

Adrian Legg is an English guitar player who has been called “impossible to categorize”. He plays 
custom guitars that are a hybrid of electric and acoustic, and his fingerstyle picking technique has been 
acknowledged by the readers of Guitar Player who voted Legg the “best acoustic fingerstyle” player four 
years in a row.
https://adrianlegg.com

MARK CASSIDY - 17:05

Inspired by punk music and poetry. I’ve written poetry intermittently for almost as long as I can remember; 
a good deal of it best forgotten. With persistence, however, comes progress, some of my poems have 
surfaced online; others have appeared in various European magazines, among them Northwards Now, 
Poetry Salzburg Review, Pushing Out The Boat and Skylight 47. You’ll also find me in the anthologies: This 
Island City: Portsmouth in Poetry, Poems for Grenfell Tower and Poems for the NHS.

www.blogger.com/profile/16662385182073327717

PLANET ZIM - 15:00

Planetzim is a Zen Rude Boy and a purveyor of Outsider Pop. Began playing his uke on the London Indie 
circuit in 2002. Check his album The Importance Of The Moment on Smooth Piss Records. The music is 
melodic, rhythmic and can be sardonically knockabout. Storm The Charts gave him a 5 star plus review for 
Relinquish Control.

TERRELL THE POET  - 14:45

Spoken-Word presenter who developed his poetry style in London before heading to the south coast and in 
2019 won The UK Entertainment best poet award. Founder of @dapoetryjam.

www.facebook.com/pages/category/Artist/Terrell-The-Poet-759166717802254/

• line up and times subject to change
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- 32 -SATURDAY AT THE ACOUSTIC FIRE
Campfire Live in collaboration with The Front Room. 
Acoustic performers, poets, wordsmiths, artists and multi-talents.

BANTER - 19:25

Bursting on to the Festival scene in their first year, Banter are all about having a great night of traditional 
English dance tunes and songs, played with a cheeky twist. Featuring Simon Care on squeezeboxes, Nina 
Zella on piano and vocals and Tim Walker on percussion and cornet. Banter are becoming one of the 
“must-see” bands on the English folk circuit and recent festival highlights include: Glastonbury, Towersey, 
Bromyard, Southwell and Sidmouth.   www.banter.band

GUNDULA GRUEN AND TACHO DRUM - 17:20

Gundula Gruen is a virtuoso violinist and singer. Described by Songlines Magazine as ‘a shining star in the 
UK’s Balkan music scene’. Her arrangements and compositions, whilst drawing influence from her love 
and extensive knowledge of Romany/Gypsy music, are original and highly personal. She is the band leader 
of TATCHO DROM who stage  vibrant shows packed full of beautiful melodies and dancing rhythms from 
Eastern Europe and the Balkans. TATCHO DROM are considered one of the UK’s leading exponents of 
Romany Gypsy music.  www.tatchodrom.co.uk

RICKY TART - 18:15

Southampton based musician, performance poet and teacher. Ricky has been entertaining audiences 
across The Solent for many years with his irreverent humour and quick-witted take on philosophy, culture, 
penguins, and ear wigs.  Combining beat boxing, musical loops of keyboard, percussion, and anything else 
at his disposal and if that fails stand up comedy.  We say, ‘a one man tours de force’.

BETH SALMON  - 18:30

Beth Salmon is a singer/song-writer who believes in the power of frequency and sound to transform and 
heal. Born and raised in Britain, her music is influenced by its rich multi-cultural heritage.

LIV TORC  - 19:10

Liv Torc is a razor blade skating performance poet, who plunges the vast caverns and dormant volcanoes 
of the human and planetary condition. A Radio 4 Slam Winner, a former Bard of Exeter and current co-host 
of The Hip Yak Poetry Shack. Liv runs the spoken word stage at WOMAD and the Hip Yak Poetry School. In 
2019 she performed at Glastonbury Festival on the Poetry and Words stage and represented Somerset on 
BBC1 and Radio Somerset for the BBC’s national poetry day celebrations.  Her climate change in the face 
of motherhood poem ‘The Human Emergency’ went viral in May 2019 and has now been seen online by 
over 80,000 people across the world and used in performances and protests in Philadelphia and Australia. 
Her first published book ‘Show Me Life’ was released by Burning Eye in 2015 and her second, The Human 
Emergency, will be out later this year.

www.livtorc.co.uk

• line up and times subject to change
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- 33 -Sunday AT THE ACOUSTIC FIRE
Campfire Live in collaboration with The Front Room. 
Acoustic performers, poets, wordsmiths, artists and multi-talents.

BOUDICCA’S CHILD - 15:30

Boudicca’s Child, a female folk-inspired band from Frome, singing original songs, with three-part harmonies, 
guitar, flute and sax. They recently released their debut album “Walking for Freedom” which includes their 
charity single “Bang Bang” all proceeds of which go to domestic abuse charity Refuge for the duration of 
lockdown. “Their connection is beautiful, sweet, tender and just magical. Three friends, having fun, diving in 
deep, exploring strength and vulnerabilities together”. Pete Lawrence

DUNCAN GREEN - 14:05

Southampton based writer Duncan developed his performance style poetry through amateur dramatics, 
entertaining his bored sister, counselling and regular attendance of open mic nights around London. 
Duncan delivers poetry that is both powerful and fragile, looking to merge honest words with dramatic 
performances. www.facebook.com/duncan.green1

RICHARD WILLIAMS - 14:40

Born in Birmingham, before spells living in Frome, then London, before the pull of his family connections 
returned him to Portsmouth. First poem to appear in print was in the Frome CND Newsletter back in 1983. 
Has subsequently had over 100 poems appear in various magazines, collections and online publications. In 
his new collection, Landings, Richard Williams creates a nostalgic, tender, and thoughtful poetic portrait of 
his well-loved home of Portsmouth.

www.richardwilliamspoetry.com

JULIA PALMER-PRICE - 16:00

Charismatic, ceremonial,  JuliLa (alias Julia Palmer-Price) has been singing since the cradle and has had 
many musical adventures, via Bono, Billy Bragg and Nigel Kennedy, to name but a few, on the way to THE 
PRESENT!  Broadcasting to you live from her home at the foot of the Malvern hills, where she is living happily 
ever after, JuliLa brings a bucket full of lovingly crafted sing-a-long songs intended to Land you firmly in the 
here & now, uplift the vibration and create a 2020 Vision for a rosy rainbow future on Earth! Tune-in at 4pm 
(check times on the day) on Sunday for a new moon eclipse, summer solstice Acoustic Fire Special.

JUD - 16:30

Jud will be singing a mixture of traditional and original songs of love and rage, interspersed with tragi-
comic stories from his years of environmental direct action, and the odd bit of random silliness like his Asia 
traveller version of ‘I’ve Been To Paradise (But I’ve Never Been To Me), and a celebration of Clairol’s Herbal 
Essences Shampoo.

He’s been playing at festivals since they were free and uncool and  likes to hang out in fields sporting either 
sharp suits or tarty frocks, and is notorious for doing versions of classic pop songs while hanging upside-
down from a tree. Available for bar mitzvahs, weddings and zoom if you must via judulike@yahoo.com

DIEGO BROWN & THE GOOD FAIRY  - 14:20

Our musical education started at the age of about 7 at the knee of a second cousin who later changed the 
course of Anglo-Latin American relations. And we never looked back. Some say we’re like the Carpenters on 
a lost weekend in Twin Peaks and the most surreal musical experience since the Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band.

We tend to think of performance as a two-way thing. We have high expectations of our audience. And they 
usually come up trumps. If you want the facts, try these: guitar, banjo, ukulele, drum, accordion, fiddles, 
swannee, kazoos, cymbal, shakers, drawings, cake, prizes, fuzzboxes. 

www.diegobrown.com

ROHAN WHITE / ZEN FOLK CLUB  - 15:00

Born around the fire session at various festivals we are a compilation of various member artists from the 
spontaneous Zen Folk Fireside tradition, including Snug Mental Christ, Nathan Lewis Williams, Colm Gray,  
Colin and Jay, Rodiddley, Zak, Tom Vect, John Forde,  and more besides.  

The Zen Folk collective project is bringing together talented artists who are sharing their songs with 
the group for experimental and creative production of spontaneous expression. We meet regularly for 
improvised sessions round the fire and more focused studio Jams. Future vinyl releases will be available. As 
many of us came together as possible for this session whilst others sent in videos.  

www.facebook.com/zenfolkclub

• line up and times subject to change
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- 34 -Sunday AT THE ACOUSTIC FIRE
Campfire Live in collaboration with The Front Room. 
Acoustic performers, poets, wordsmiths, artists and multi-talents.

FAYE SMITH - 17:10

A frazzled working mum, Faye spends her days saying yes to things she hasn’t got time for and her nights 
thinking up excuses to get out of them. Her poetry is written to perform to live human beings (in places 
where alcohol and coffee flow in equal measure), and covers the breadth of the human condition from birth 
to death and back again, via bad kebabs and big knickers. Tweet @phoenixscales 

THE SPEECH PAINTER - 17:25

aka Geoff Allnutt, has been a performance poet since 1988. He has performed all over the UK from poetry 
clubs to music and literature festivals and is the winner of numerous poetry slams (including Glastonbury 
Festival). Between 1995 and 1998 he was a founder-member of poetry’s first pop group, Atomic Lip, 
together with Patience Agbabi, Steve Tasane, Pink Sly and Joelle Taylor.  In 2015, his Dr Seuss parody The 
Twat in the Flat, was published by Burning Eye Books which led him to create a new one man show, An Adult 
Dr Seuss. A mixture of fast paced poetry and music which sold out its run at Brighton Fringe.  

www.speechpainter.com/aboutme/

BOB HILLARY - 19:25

Bob’s music is Earthy, funky & positive, with a strong Roots vibe. Think ‘Jack Johnson’ meets Neil Young. 

Bob is a forerunner of the growing new UK ‘Consciousness Movement’ & worldwide ‘Slow Music’ scene that 
is rising in momentum & challenging the mainstream. His songs have a message of ‘Simplification’ & ‘Back to 
Roots’ running strongly through them. 

www.bobhillary.com

MARK GWYNNE JONES - 19:10

Winner of four festival fringe awards for Best Spoken Word, Mark has published five collections of poetry 
and appeared in numerous anthologies. Reviewing his collection PsychicBread, Vicki Holman declared it 
‘contagious, gritty, and sometimes startlingly sensitive.’ 

When resident poet for London’s parks, Mark explored what is meant by ‘common ground’ in 21st 
century Britain; in 2012 he wrote and recorded a collection of poems for his native Peak District, Lyric in 
Limestone; and in 2015 toured Southern India and later the UK with Indian poet and playwright, Mamta 
Sagar. Currently Mark is creating a soundscape of the Peak District ahead of the 70th anniversary of the 
Peak National Park, and is about to take on a residency at Kielder Forest and Observatory.

MIKE COOPER  - 18:30

Mike Cooper is an international artistic explorer constantly pushing the boundaries. He plays lap steel guitar 
and sings. He’s an improviser and composer, song-maker, a visual and installation artist; film and video 
maker and radio arts producer.

Initially a folk-blues guitarist, who was key in ushering in the acoustic blues boom in the U.K. in the mid 
’60s, he has ranged into free improvisation, electro-acoustic music, exotica, traditional country blues, folk, 
pop songs, and ‘sonic gestural’ playing, utilising open tunings, extended guitar techniques and electronics. 
Cooper, now in his seventies, is making the most adventurous music of his life... incredibly rich and 
evocative, full of ideas and surprises.

www-cooparia.com

• line up and times subject to change
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www.campfire.world/campfire-circle

Campfire Circle Chat sessions hosted by Lucy Wills 
Virtual coffee mornings 11:11-13:13
Virtual pub sessions 18:00-20:30
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We would like to express deep gratitude to 
everyone who is supporting this event. 

Those who chose to invest in advance tickets to 
help us co-create this event. This also helps us to 
fan the sparks to ignite the solstice beacon fires.

Gratitude to the team who have come together in 
serendipity and created magic in putting this co-
creation together.  Thank you for sharing your gifts, 
your genius, boundless energy and a deep well of 
patience.

Gratitude so the many artists, speakers, thinkers, 
doers, poets, DJs, musicians, practitioners for their 
time, enthusiasm and their genius.

Alex Traska - Technical Wizard, Web Geekery 
www.makermet.com

Darran Pownall - Design Wizard 
www.darranpownall.com

Julie Horsley - Orchard Co-Ordinator  
and Queen Of Cups/Fire

Dawn Williams, Kevin Jones, Louise Hartley, 
Molly Balman - Orchard Team

Emma Smallman, Mark Smallman 
Zen Den Team

Mike Grenville, Georgina Wilson-Powell 
Campfire Conversations Team

Johnny Sackett, Roy Hanney 
Acoustic Fire / Front Room Team

Lucy Wills - Campfire Circle Chat

Ian Noah - Progressive Tv Wizard

Gratitude Wall
•

Adding Bruce Bickerton, 
Jingles Wizard

Pete Lawrence 
Firestarter, Campfire Founder and 
Big Chill Co-Founder

Special thanks to  
The Front Room and Pebble Mag 

Thanks to all the unsung heroes and 
significant others and to all those in the 
unseen who are supporting humanity’s 
journey to unity and harmony.

Thank you for the dreams and the insights. 

A new social media community 
is awaiting you at...

www.campfireconvention.uk

http://www.makermet.com 
http://www.darranpownall.com
https://pebblemag.com/
http://www.campfireconvention.uk


Graphic Design & Layout
www.darranpownall.com

www.campfireconvention.uk

www.campfire.world

http://www.darranpownall.com
https://www.paypal.me/campfireconvention
https://www.paypal.me/campfireconvention

